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Background: To investigate deviations between planned and applied treatment doses
for hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy and to quantify dosimetric accuracy in
dependence of the image guidance frequency.

Methods: Daily diagnostic in-room CTs were carried out in 10 patients in treatment
position as image guidance for hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy. Fraction
doses were mapped to the planning CTs and recalculated, and applied doses were
accumulated voxel-wise using deformable registration. Non-daily imaging schedules
were simulated by deriving position correction vectors from individual scans and
used to rigidly register the following scans until the next repositioning before dose
recalculation and accumulation. Planned and applied doses were compared regarding
dose-volume indices and TCP and NTCP values in dependence of the imaging and
repositioning frequency.

Results: Daily image-guided repositioning was associated with only negligible
deviations of analyzed dose-volume parameters and conformity/homogeneity indices
for the prostate, bladder and rectum. Average CTV T did not significantly deviate from
the plan values, and rectum NTCPs were highly comparable, while bladder NTCPs were
reduced. For non-daily image-guided repositioning, there were significant deviations
in the high-dose range from the planned values. Similarly, CTV dose conformity
and homogeneity were reduced. While TCPs and rectal NTCPs did not significantly
deteriorate for non-daily repositioning, bladder NTCPs appeared falsely diminished in
dependence of the imaging frequency.
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Conclusion: Using voxel-by-voxel dose accumulation, we showed for the first time
that daily image-guided repositioning resulted in only negligible dosimetric deviations for
hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy. Regarding dosimetric aberrations for non-daily
imaging, daily imaging is required to adequately deliver treatment.

Keywords: prostate cancer, image-guided radiotherapy, hypofractionation, dosimetry, organs-at-risk, tumor
control probability

INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer is the most common malignancy in men
with an estimated incidence ranging between 100 and 170
per 100 000 people per year (1). Radiotherapy is a key
treatment modality for prostate cancer patients that results in
survival rates comparable to prostatectomy while exhibiting
lower rates of urinary incontinence or erectile dysfunction
(2–4). Modern treatment techniques including image-guided
and intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) have contributed
to reducing late therapy-related toxicities to the bladder
and rectum and allowed application of higher fractional
and overall treatment doses (5, 6). A deeper understanding
about the radiobiology of prostate cancers has established
treatment concepts utilizing increasing single doses, and
several large randomized trials have investigated the clinical
relevance of hypofractionated radiotherapy for prostate cancer
treatment (7–9). However, the increasing utilization of high-
precision radiation techniques for the treatment of prostate
cancer has rendered the application more susceptible to
dosimetric deviations from the treatment plan due to inter-
and intrafractional alterations in the pelvic anatomy, and the
application of higher single doses in a reduced number of
treatment fractions may increase the potential for therapeutic
misses (10, 11). Regular image guidance using orthogonal X-ray
or cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging is set to accommodate for
anatomic changes, and due to the weak soft-tissue contrast
of pelvic positional imaging, additional means for positional
control such as implanted fiducial markers may help to
further improve reproducible treatment positioning for prostate
cancer patients.

While the anatomic changes during the course of therapy
have been widely studied, the consequences of these changes
for the applied radiation doses remain incompletely understood
(10–12). The majority of previous publications was based
on weekly CT scans and rigid co-registration algorithms
and demonstrated significant dosimetric variability for
normofractionated IMRT and proton radiotherapy (13–15).
So far, very few data are available comparing planned and applied
doses for prostate radiotherapy based on daily imaging and
deformable imaging registration, and no information is available
for hypofractionated treatment concepts (16, 17). Additionally,
while many guidelines recommend daily positional imaging
for hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy, the majority of
patients in the randomized trials did not receive image-guided
treatment (18, 19).

Here, we analyzed deviations of the applied treatment doses
from the treatment plan on a voxel-by-voxel basis using daily

planning CT scans in treatment position performed immediately
before each treatment fraction. Additionally, the dosimetric
impact of different frequencies for positional imaging was
quantified. These data will help to define optimal imaging
frequencies and to devise adaptive re-planning strategies for
hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Ten consecutive patients were treated with definitive prostate
radiotherapy at the German Cancer Research Center and
were included in this analysis. All patients presented with
low or intermediate-risk prostate cancer limited to stages T1c
to T2b, PSA values ranging below 20 ng/ml and Gleason
scores not exceeding 7 (20). The analysis was carried out in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (Seventh Revision,
2013) and was approved by the Independent Ethics Committee
of the Medical Faculty of the University of Heidelberg,
Germany (S-380/2017).

Treatment Planning and Delivery
Patient immobilization was carried out using a ProStepTM pelvic
and lower extremity support (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). No
patient received implanted fiducials prior to radiotherapy. The
clinical target volume (CTV) covered the prostate gland for
low-risk tumors and also the base of the seminal vesicles for
intermediate-risk cancers. The planning target volume (PTV)
comprised an additional 7 mm as a setup margin. Treatment
plans were generated based on the hypofractionated arm of
the CHHiP trial to a total dose of 60 Gy in 20 fractions of
3 Gy (7). Dose constraints to the organs-at risk (OARs) were
defined in accordance with the Quantitative Analyses of Normal
Tissue Effects in the Clinic (21–23). Treatment plans for a
step-and-shoot IMRT using 9 co-planar fields were generated
on the RayStation planning system (RaySearch Laboratories,
Stockholm, Sweden). All patients were instructed to present to
each treatment fraction with a comfortably filled bladder and
an empty rectum.

In-Room CT Imaging
For each treatment fraction, patient positioning on the treatment
couch was carried out as described above, and the couch was
then rotated into a CT scanner (Primatom; Siemens OCS,
Malvern, United States) directly adjacent to the linear accelerator.
All patients received daily diagnostic CT imaging in treatment
position as a means of position verification. The in-room CT
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scanner had been approved for treatment planning scans, and all
scans were taken to the same specifications used for the individual
planning examinations.

Analysis of Variations and Dose
Accumulation
All target volumes and OARs were contoured by a board-
certified radiation oncologist according to current guidelines
both on the planning CT scan and the daily in-room CT
scans (24, 25). Daily position verification imaging was
rigidly registered to the planning CTs as routinely done for
patient repositioning prior to dose re-calculation. Applied
fractional doses were calculated based on the daily imaging,
and resulting dose distributions were mapped onto the
planning CTs. Daily doses were accumulated on a voxel-
by-voxel basis using the RayStation’s deformable image
registration module, and dose comparison was carried out
against the treatment plan (26). The quality and accuracy of
the deformable registration was assessed by a board-certified
radiation oncologist based on the prostate contours available for
each scan.

Different non-daily imaging schedules were simulated by
deriving the position correction vectors from the respective
CT scans that was then used to rigidly register the following
scans until the next simulated positional imaging to the
planning CTs. For thrice weekly imaging, vectors were derived
from treatment days 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18,
and 20. For simulation of a twice weekly imaging schedule,
repositioning was simulated based on the scans from days 1,
4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, and 19. For weekly imaging simulation,
repositioning relied on the scans from days 1, 6, 11, and 16.
Applied treatment doses were compared to the planned dose
distribution using established dose-volume indices including
mean dose (Dmean), doses to x% of total volume (Dx) and
volume at x Gy doses (Vx). Dose conformity and homogeneity
was quantified and compared using the conformity index
(CI), the conformal index (COIN) and the homogeneity index
(HI) for the total prescription dose as described previously,
and dose uniformity was assessed using gEUD (16, 27, 28).
The tumor control probabilities (TCP) for the CTV and
PTV, the normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) for
the bladder and rectum and the complication-free tumor
control probability (P +) were calculated and considered
for the analysis.

The applied dose distributions were compared within the
region receiving >10% of the maximum dose using a 3D gamma
analysis to the clinical tolerance level of 3%/3mm (29).

Statistical Analysis
Differences in the dose volume indices between applied and
prescribed doses were compared by the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test with corresponding two-sided confidence intervals using an
in-house software tool developed in Python1. Differences were
considered statistically significant for p < 0.05.

1https://www.python.org

RESULTS

Impact of Interfractional Variations on
Dose Distribution
Deviations of the applied doses were compared with the
treatment plan regarding the CTV, PTV, bladder and rectum
(Figure 1). Due to its well-known changes in volume during
radiotherapy, the bladder exhibited the highest variability
between the applied and prescribed doses, and the dosimetric
deviations were most pronounced in the higher-dose range for
both the bladder and the rectum (Figure 2 and Supplementary
Figure 1). The differences in the dose-volumetric indices between
the accumulation of applied fractional doses and the treatment
plan are summarized in Table 1. Upon daily rigid repositioning,
the doses to the CTV did only demonstrate minor deviations
ranging below 1% for all tested dose volume indices. The
accumulated D50 and Dmean for the CTV deviated by only 0.3%
from the planned doses (p = 0.160 for D50; p = 0.557 for Dmean).
No significant deviations were observed for the dose conformity
indices of the CTV (p = 0.160 for CI, p = 0.084 for COIN), and
a small decrease was only noted for dose homogeneity (p = 0.002
for HI, p = 0.846 for gEUD). As a result, the TCP and P + values
for the CTV were comparable for the planned and applied
treatment doses (87.8 vs. 88.1%; p = 0.695 for TCP; 81.5 vs. 81.5%;
p = 0.625 for P +) (Figure 3). For the PTV, the differences were
most pronounced in the low dose region with the applied D98
deviating by 20.5% (p = 0.002) compared to the planned D98. In
the high-dose region, only the applied V55 deviated from the plan
by 8.9% (p = 0.002), while the D5 and D2 values were comparable
(p = 0.131 for D5; p = 0.064 for D2).

Considering the known alterations in bladder volumes during
radiotherapy, the applied Dmean and D50 varied by 8.2 and
39.8% from the planned doses, respectively (p = 0.432 for Dmean;
p = 0.131 for D50); however, no statistically significant difference
could be obtained for any tested dose-volume parameter. For
the rectum, the accumulated average Dmean and D50 values
deviated by only 2.2 and 5.0%, respectively (p = 0.846 for
Dmean; p = 0.625 for D50), and all tested dose-volume indices
did only show non-significant variations from the treatment
plan (Table 1). Similarly, the NTCP values derived from the
accumulated or planned doses were comparable and did not
significantly deviate for either the bladder (p = 0.322) or the
rectum (p = 0.770) (Figure 4).

Impact of Positional Imaging Frequency
on Dose Distribution
To quantify the dosimetric consequences of various non-daily
position verification CT schedules in comparison to daily
positional imaging, CT-based correction vectors were derived on
days 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, and 20 for the thrice
weekly schedule, on days 1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, and 19 for the
twice weekly schedule and on days 1, 6, 11, and 16 for the weekly
schedule, and were used to register all consecutive scans up to the
next positional imaging onto the planning scan. Resulting applied
doses were accumulated and compared to the dose accumulation
resulting from daily CT-based repositioning.
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FIGURE 1 | Representative CT images demonstrating the distribution of planned and applied doses in relation to the positional imaging frequency.

For the CTV, no significant dosimetric deviations of the
applied from the planned doses were observed, when positional
imaging was simulated thrice weekly. For the twice weekly and
weekly schedules, the V55 and D1cc deviated significantly from
the treatment plan, while TCP and P + values were comparable
(Table 1 and Figure 3). In contrast, for all non-daily imaging
schedules, applied doses to the PTV deviated considerably from
the planned doses: Alterations were most pronounced in the
high-dose region with significant deviations of the D5 (p = 0.027
for thrice weekly, p = 0.014 for twice weekly, p = 0.010 for
weekly imaging), the D2 (p = 0.006 for thrice weekly, p = 0.004
for twice weekly, p = 0.002 for weekly imaging), the D1cc
(p = 0.020 for thrice weekly, p = 0.014 for twice weekly, p = 0.010
for weekly imaging) and the V55 (p = 0.002 for all non-daily
imaging schedules).

For the bladder, small but significant differences between the
applied and prescribed doses were only noted for the D5 in

all non-daily imaging schedules (p = 0.006 for thrice weekly
and twice weekly, p = 0.004 for weekly imaging), and the
dose uniformity was reduced for thrice weekly (p = 0.049) and
weekly CT-based positional correction (p = 0.027). All other
dose volume parameters for the accumulated doses did not
significantly deviate from the plan, likely due to a large inter-
individual variability regarding bladder volumes (Table 1). The
NTCP for the bladder was found significantly lower for all non-
daily repositioning concepts in comparison to daily positional
correction (p = 0.010 for thrice weekly, p = 0.014 for twice
weekly, p = 0.004 for weekly imaging) (Figure 4). For the rectum,
deviations of the accumulated fractional doses from the planned
doses did not reach statistical significance for any tested dose
volume parameter, and the NTCP values did not significantly
deviate for any non-daily imaging algorithm.

The gamma passing rates to a clinical tolerance level of
3%/3mm were reduced by an average of 1.5% for thrice weekly
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FIGURE 2 | Summed dose-volume histograms for the prostate CTV (blue lines), PTV (orange lines), bladder (green lines) and rectum (red lines) for treatment plans
and dose accumulations in dependency of the image-guided repositioning frequency. Lighter-colored bands represent the 95% confidence intervals for each curve.

imaging (p = 0.002), 4.9% for twice weekly imaging (p = 0.006)
and 7.1% for weekly imaging (p = 0.010) (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

Dosimetric deviations in prostate radiotherapy resulting from
intra- and interfractional anatomic variability have been
incompletely understood, and an in-depth comprehension about
the dosimetric impact of position verification imaging becomes
more important as individual fraction dose are increasing for
hypofractionated or even stereotactic treatment approaches (18,
19, 30). Previous analyses have generally been limited by the
insufficient quality or frequency of position verification imaging
and the lacking availability of elastic image registration tools.

This dataset provides for the first time a comprehensive
and voxel-based analysis of the dose deviations resulting
from different imaging and repositioning frequencies for

hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy. As daily planning quality
CT scans and a state-of-the-art elastic image registration tool
were used in this analysis, applied doses to the target volumes and
organs-at risk could be precisely accumulated for each treatment
fraction and each patient. Our data revealed that daily CT-
based position correction did not lead to significant dosimetric
deviations of the applied from the prescribed treatment doses
irrespective of the daily pelvic anatomy. However, repositioning
based on non-daily positional imaging resulted in significant
dose differences especially in the high-dose range and diminished
dose conformity and homogeneity to the target volume in
case of hypofractionation.

Previous analyses have employed varying strategies to
accumulate fractional doses for prostate cancer radiotherapy on
the basis of widely available but low-quality CBCT imaging,
including enhanced or iterative CBCT approaches, portal
dose measurements or rigid registration strategies, albeit with
limitations regarding dose mapping (12, 15, 31, 32). Dosimetric
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TABLE 1 | Average and standard deviation of differences between applied and planned dose-volume indices for daily and different non-daily CT-based repositioning
concepts. Negative values represent decreases in accumulated doses.

Daily P value Thrice weekly P value Twice weekly P value Weekly P value

CTV D98 (Gy) −0.008 0.770 −0.011 0.557 0.009 0.275 0.039 0.084

D50 (Gy) −0.003 0.160 −0.003 0.232 −0.003 0.275 −0.002 0.322

Dmean (Gy) −0.003 0.557 −0.003 0.846 −0.002 0.922 −0.001 0.492

D5 (Gy) 0.003 0.492 0.004 0.322 0.007 0.193 0.008 0.105

D2 (Gy) 0.005 0.322 0.008 0.131 0.010 0.131 0.011 0.084

D1cc (Gy) 0.004 0.375 0.009 0.557 0.039 0.037* 0.066 0.014*

V55 (%) 0.000 0.281 0.001 0.142 0.002 0.036* 0.011 0.014*

gEUD (Gy) −0.007 0.846 −0.004 1.000 0.000 0.181 0.003 0.275

CI −0.271 0.160 −0.259 0.160 −0.236 0.275 −0.216 0.275

COIN −0.358 0.084 −0.600 0.037* −0.667 0.027* −0.581 0.037*

HI 0.016 0.002* 0.019 0.002* 0.022 0.002* 0.023 0.002*

PTV D98 (Gy) 0.205 0.002* 0.198 0.002* 0.253 0.002* 0.247 0.002*

D50 (Gy) 0.000 0.770 0.002 0.492 0.004 0.084 0.006 0.037*

Dmean (Gy) 0.019 0.010* 0.022 0.010* 0.034 0.004* 0.041 0.004*

D5 (Gy) 0.005 0.131 0.009 0.027* 0.012 0.014* 0.013 0.010*

D2 (Gy) 0.008 0.064 0.012 0.006* 0.015 0.004* 0.018 0.002*

D1cc (Gy) 0.325 0.010* 0.312 0.020* 0.345 0.014* 0.323 0.010*

V55 (%) 0.089 0.002* 0.105 0.002* 0.144 0.002* 0.158 0.002*

gEUD (Gy) 0.268 0.020* 0.264 0.014* 0.308 0.014* 0.307 0.010*

CI −0.003 0.846 0.084 0.275 0.122 0.084 0.172 0.064

COIN −0.003 0.695 0.082 0.232 0.162 0.064 0.201 0.064

HI 0.020 0.002* 0.029 0.002* 0.033 0.002* 0.033 0.002*

Daily P value Thrice weekly P value Twice weekly P value Weekly P value

Bladder D50 (Gy) −0.398 0.131 −0.359 0.160 −0.489 0.084 −0.442 0.084

Dmean (Gy) −0.082 0.432 −0.006 0.695 −0.061 0.625 −0.044 0.770

D25 (Gy) −0.072 0.375 0.022 0.695 −0.056 0.375 −0.028 0.492

D5 (Gy) 0.005 0.105 0.022 0.006* 0.029 0.006* 0.044 0.004*

D1cc (Gy) 0.002 0.193 0.004 0.275 0.002 0.275 −0.002 0.275

V55 (%) −0.103 0.846 0.158 0.131 0.090 0.322 0.222 0.084

V45 (%) −0.120 0.695 0.004 0.625 −0.021 1.000 −0.064 0.695

gEUD (Gy) −0.020 0.770 0.024 0.049* 0.010 0.193 0.040 0.27*

Rectum D50 (Gy) 0.050 0.625 0.022 0.275 0.041 0.375 0.024 0.131

Dmean (Gy) 0.022 0.846 0.022 0.770 0.034 0.770 0.030 0.557

D60 (Gy) 0.058 0.922 0.030 0.625 0.013 0.557 0.012 0.193

D30 (Gy) 0.097 0.770 0.015 1.000 0.066 0.846 0.023 1.000

D15 (Gy) 0.013 0.492 0.007 0.695 0.024 0.375 0.012 0.432

D5 (Gy) 0.006 0.322 0.006 0.375 0.015 0.084 0.010 0.232

D1cc (Gy) −0.022 0.695 −0.062 0.375 0.009 0.557 −0.017 0.275

V55 (%) 0.040 0.846 0.032 0.922 0.101 0.770 0.016 0.922

V45 (%) 0.145 0.557 0.063 0.770 0.119 0.625 0.101 0.922

gEUD (Gy) 0.015 0.492 −0.001 0.625 0.025 0.432 0.016 0.432

CTV, clinical target volume; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; CI, conformity index; COIN, conformal index; HI, homogeneity index. *p < 0.05. The asterisk and
the bold print mark the significant values in table.

analyses based on daily diagnostic CT imaging have only been
reported for proton radiotherapy, as in-room CT scanners are
more widely available at the respective facilities, given the
necessity for high-resolution imaging to compensate for higher
proton range uncertainties due to anatomic alterations (33, 34).

The available evidence concerning the ideal frequency for
positional imaging remains somewhat inconclusive. A previous
publication reported improvements in target volume coverage
and a reduction in high doses to the rectum for daily CBCT

imaging and repositioning based on registration (35). It has been
suggested that the imaging frequency should direct the choice of
PTV margins, although the relevance of the observed dosimetric
improvements for the treated patients remains unclear (36, 37).
So far, several randomized trials have addressed the clinical
relevance of daily CBCT regarding treatment-related toxicities
and patient outcomes: A French trial enrolled 470 patients and
reported improved progression-free survival and reduced late
rectal toxicity for the cohort receiving daily CBCT. However,
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FIGURE 3 | Box-plot diagrams for TCP and P + values of the CTVs and PTVs derived from the planned and accumulated doses in relation to the positional imaging
frequency.

a Scandinavian trial failed to demonstrate any benefit of daily
CBCT and PTV margin reduction regarding treatment-related
toxicities or quality-of-life parameters in comparison to weekly
portal imaging (38). For hypofractionated radiotherapy, it is
conceivable that due to the increases in single doses, anatomy-
related dosimetric deviations for individual treatment fractions
may have a higher impact and may therefore warrant more
frequent imaging as compared to normofractionation concepts.
A substudy within the CHHiP trial analyzed the relevance of
image guidance and PTV margin reduction for hypofractionated
prostate radiotherapy and reported a borderline improvement
of grade ≥2 late rectal toxicities only for image guidance and
margin reduction, while standard-margin image-guided and
non-image-guided therapies produced highly comparable results;
bladder toxicities or patient outcomes appeared comparable in

all three subgroups (18). The vast majority of patients in the
CHHiP trial received 2D image guidance based on implanted
fiducial markers, and the utilization of these markers may
impact deviations of the applied doses from the treatment plan.
However, fiducial markers seem to only result in insignificant
dosimetric benefits in comparison to markerless registration
strategies if daily CT imaging is available (12). The advent
of hybrid MR-linear accelerators may further reduce anatomic
and dosimetric deviations during the course of hypofractionated
prostate radiotherapy, e.g., by utilizing the superior soft tissue
contrast and the possibility for real-time prostate tracking: MR-
guided imaging concepts would thereby allow to compensate
for both interfractional and intrafractional motion (39, 40).
In contrast to focusing on the dosimetric consequences of
underlying anatomic pelvic alterations, novel position correction
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FIGURE 4 | Box-plot diagrams for NTCP values of the bladder and rectum derived from the planned and accumulated doses in relation to the positional imaging
frequency.

FIGURE 5 | Box-plot diagram for the gamma analyses comparing different positional imaging frequencies.

strategies have been proposed that guide repositioning based on
the accumulated doses during treatment (41). The availability
of voxel-wise information regarding accumulated doses in our

dataset may help to further devise dose-directed repositioning
strategies to compensate for already accumulated deviations
during the course of radiotherapy.
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Although our analysis is based on daily diagnostic-quality
CT imaging and state-of-the-art elastic image registration and is
therefore able to provide comprehensive voxel-wise dosimetric
data, it has limitations: Beyond interfractional variability
and setup errors, applied doses may also be influenced by
intrafractional motion of the prostate that could not be quantified
in our dataset. As out chosen methodology did not allow for
intrafractional imaging, the impact of intrafractional variability
for hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy needs to be addressed
separately. All patients analyzed here received pre-treatment
coaching about rectal and bladder filling as well as feedback in
case of notable deviations of their pelvic anatomy from that of
the planning CT. This coaching and a resulting consistency in
rectal and bladder filling may have contributed to the relatively
moderate dosimetric deviations observed in the simulated non-
daily imaging schedules, and patients without coaching may in
fact demonstrate significantly higher dosimetric deviations for
non-daily imaging-guided repositioning. Additionally, generous
PTV margins of 7 mm may at least have partly compensated for
the deficiencies of all non-daily imaging schedules and hence to
the reasonable TCP values observed. While the seminal CHHiP
hypofractionation trial used PTV margins up to 10 mm, several
newer clinical trials with daily positional imaging have employed
smaller PTV margins ranging at around 5 mm (42, 43); the
voxel-wise dosimetric data obtained from our analysis may
help to devise concepts for PTV margin reduction that may
in turn reduce treatment-related toxicities for hypofractionated
prostate radiotherapy.

The transferability of our data to high-risk or locally advanced
prostate cancers as well as other concepts of hypofractionation
warrant further analyses, as differing treatment margins or
treatment times may also influence dose-volume parameters.

Nevertheless, we provide for the first time a comprehensive
and voxel-by-voxel analysis of the dosimetric effects of
interfractional variations for hypofractionated prostate
radiotherapy and the resulting consequences for the frequency
of position verification imaging. These data will also help to
devise strategies for adaptive planning of hypofractionated
radiation treatments.

CONCLUSION

Using voxel-by-voxel dose accumulation, we showed for the
first time that daily image-guided repositioning resulted in only
negligible dosimetric deviations for hypofractionated prostate
radiotherapy. Regarding the observed dosimetric aberrations
for the simulated non-daily imaging algorithms, daily imaging

seems to be required to adequately deliver treatment. These
data will help to develop adaptive re-planning strategies for
hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy.
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